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Xlibris, Corp. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 762 pages. Dimensions: 8.4in. x 5.4in. x
1.1in.Visit the authors website at www. resistnotevilvacca. com DEDICATION To all children who
have been sexually abused and to those who love them, may you allow the Light of Gods
Unconditional Love to overshadow your justifiable outrage and attract everlasting peace to your
hearts. BOOK SUMMARY Meet Michael Mercurio, fresh out of Bridgehampton High School.
Outwardly hes a local legend immersed in basketball. He loves the sound of the swishing net in the
predawn hours. A college scholarship awaits him. Nothing inspires him more than his love for the
game-that is, until he falls for a forbidden love and passionately pursues a new calling:
Understanding how to manifest his Hearts Desire. Thus begins an incredible metaphysical journey
that leads Michael down the paths of good and evil. As Michael continuously confronts evil, he
religiously searches his soul for a way to reconcile these distressing manifestations with the Jesus
Principle of resist not evil that declares them merely false appearances. This theme extends
throughout the entire story, integrating a compelling desire for inner peace with a vision for world
peace. Resist Not Evil is a sprawling epic...
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It is really an remarkable book i have at any time study. It is rally intriguing throgh reading through time. Your life period will likely be change when you
complete looking at this pdf.
-- Alyce Lemke-- Alyce Lemke

It in a of the most popular publication. It is actually rally intriguing throgh looking at time period. Your daily life span is going to be change the instant you
total reading this publication.
-- Mrs. Shanna Mann-- Mrs. Shanna Mann
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